Dear international speakers and students:

Welcome to our Summer School, the VLPR 2012 in Shanghai, China. Attached is the guidance in Shanghai and daily arrangement for you during your stay.

If you need help while in Shanghai, you may call Mr. Li at 15026678001, or Miss Gao at 15201928370.

**Travel Guidance from AirPort to Fudan University** (Handan road campus)

Shanghai has two airports, Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport and Shanghai Pudong International Airport. The taxi service is very convenient, you can pick up your luggage, follow the guidance to find the taxi waiting line. While in the car, please hand the direction card attached in this file to the taxi driver. He will take you to the front gate of Fudan University, and then the hotel inside the campus. In case you need any help, please call Mr. Li at 15026678001, or Miss Gao at 15201928370. They will wait for you at the front desk of the hotel, to pay for the taxi, help you check in and register for the school. In case you pay the taxi by yourself, please get the invoice from the driver, and we will reimburse you later.

**From Hongqiao International Airport to Fudan University**

- Shanghai metro line No. 10 (New jiangwan city direction 新江湾城方向), off board at Guoquan Road Station or Jiangwan stadium Station, then take taxi (14 RMB startup fee).
- Taxi (around 90RMB daytime/130RMB after 11pm.)

**From Pudong International Airport to Fudan University**

- Airport Shuttle Bus line 4 (机场4线) off board at Wujiaochang Station (五角场 站), then take taxi (14RMB startup fee).
- Taxi (around 140RMB daytime/180RMB after 11pm)
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Guidance in

1. Main Gate of Fudan University
2. Registration at Biology Building, Room 107
3. Fudan Danyuan Restaurant, Third floor
4. East Gate of Fudan University
5. Conference at Yifu Building, First floor
6. Qingran Hotel—July 23rd Buffet dinner
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Guidance in
Fudan
Accommodation

**For speakers:** Accommodation is arranged at Qingyun Hotel of Fudan University. Close to the East Gate of Fudan University. Address and details see Fig.1

**For students:** Accommodation is arranged at Fudan North Student Apartments Complex (For Overseas Student). Address and details see Fig.2
Dining

**Breakfast:** Buffet is included for teachers in Qingyun Hotel (7am to 9am). Students who live in north campus can go to the dining hall in the dormitory area for breakfast, using the designated dining card.

---

**Fig. 1 Direction Card for teacher**
Please print and show the following card to the taxi driver

请将我们送至上海市杨浦区国定路-政通路路口，复旦大学东门.进入东门后请左拐到底至卿云宾馆.
有问题请联系: **65642355/ Gao:+86 15201928370**

---

**Fig. 2 Direction Card for student**
Please print and show the following card to the taxi driver

请将我们送至上海市杨浦区 武东路-武川路路口，复旦大学北区学生公寓 后门.进入后请开往留学生公寓.有问题请联系: **65642355/ Li:+86 15026678001**
Lunch: All the participants (international and domestic) of our summer school will have the pre-ordered meal at the second floor of Fudan Danyuan Restaurant (the dining hall in main campus).

Supper: Teachers may order meal according to your preference in the restaurant in Qinyun Hotel (Please show your room number, and sign). Students can pick up any dining hall in campus (a total of three, in north campus, south campus and main campus, including two bakery shops in the campus). There is also a standard Muslim dining section in the dining hall in north campus.

Tips: Every student will obtain a Fudan Dining Card with 200 RMB prepaid, you may use it to have a meal and go shopping in our campus.

Reminder: After our summer school ended, you should return this Card to the administrator.

Special Care

The round-trip taxi fare from Airport to Fudan University can be reimbursed according to the invoice, or you can contact us when you almost arrived at Fudan, so we can pay for the taxi fare directly in RMB.

We can arrange pick-up service for you if you have difficulties, please inform us (10210700119@fudan.edu.cn) your flight number and your arrival date in advance.

In China, service tip is included in the bill, no need to pay extra tips. Tax is also included for your shopping.

Please take toilet paper of your own in case you need it.

Register

Registration can be made right after your arrival. In case you miss it, you can go to

Address: Room 107#, Biology Building, Fudan University (Handan Road Campus), July 22 8 am-5pm. Or Yifu Building, 1st floor, July 23, 8am-11:30am.
One-day tour to Suzhou

On July 26, there will be a one-day tour in Suzhou, a city about 1hr’s driving from Shanghai. It includes

Zhuzheng Garden (http://www.szzzy.cn/)

Lion Grove Garden (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lion_Grove_Garden),

Hanshan Temple (http://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/jiangsu/suzhou/hanshan_temple.htm),

with tour guide in English.

Around Fudan and Shanghai

Please check the JPEG files for help, this is a map of Fudan.

Pay attention to the High lights in red and blue.

The shopping center, Wujiachang, is within 5 mins’ walking distance to Fudan University. You may take the exit of East Gate of Fudan University, walk along ZhengTong Road. Walmart is on SongHu Road, and Subway Line 10 station (JiangWan Stadium) is at the corner of ZhengTong and SongHu Road.

Shanghai is a metropolitan with history and fashion. You may be interested in

1. Shanghai Museum (People’s Square, Subway Line 1, 2,8) http://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/shanghai/museum.htm

2. The bund, sightseeing (East Nanjing Road, Subway Line 10) http://www.chinahighlights.com/shanghai/attraction/the-bund.htm

3. East Nanjing Road, shopping center ( East Nanjing Road, Subway Line 10) http://www.travelchinaguide.com/cityguides/shanghai/east-nanjing-road.htm
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5. Xin Tian Di, for bars and fashion (Xin Tian Di, Subway Line 10)

Subway is the most convenient way for travel, please check the website for details


Shanghai Metro Map